
Founded in 1997, Faurecia has become a leader in the 
automotive industry in a mere 20 years.

With 290 sites, including 30 R&D centers and 110,000 employees 
spread out over 35 countries, Faurecia is a global leader in 
our three businesses: Faurecia Seating, Faurecia Interiors and 
Faurecia Clean Mobility.

Faurecia Service, created in 2017, is our new team focused on 
the independent spare parts market.
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The Solution for Cleaning 
your Filter Effectively and 

Affordably

Keeping your 
Particulate Filter Clean 
is a Must!

Particulate Filters are seriously put to the Test
 Particulate filter life cycles are closely tied to the 

regeneration process required to transform soot into 
ashes

 Driving conditions (city driving, small trips) make it 
less possible to achieve adequate thresholds (engine 
temperature and rpm) to trigger regeneration

 Filters bogged down in soot crack, lose their ability to 
properly filter and need to be replaced sooner

More Stringent Technical Inspections
 Emissions regulations are becoming increasingly 

stringent, so it’s vital to have a properly functioning 
particulate filter

Faurecia Service’s Solution: FilterCleanBox
 A fast, effective and affordable cleaning solution that 

extends the life of your particulate filter
 An autonomous, compact and simple-to-operate machine
 An eco-friendly cleaning process

Technical Specifications

Why use FilterCleanBox?
Benefits for mechanics:
 Make a profit quickly, with 150 operations per year
 Clean a filter in less than one hour
 Don’t waste time training – our machine is simple to use
 Generate additional shop traffic
 Move our all-in-one machine around with ease (on wheels)

Benefits for drivers:
 Maintenance helps prevent costly particulate filter 

replacement
 Service is lightning fast
 Our method is good for the environment

 Size 
1,200 x 800 x 2,000mm

Weight 
350kg mounted on wheels
 
Noise level 
Less than 75dB

Effectiveness 
Ashes and residues 
eliminated

Installation
 - Standard electric outlet
 - Specific liquid cleaner 
and rinse developed and 
supplied by Faurecia 
Service 

Vehicle coverage
 - Filters smaller up to 
500 x 500 x 1,500mm 

 Faurecia Service recommends filter
maintenance once per year.

FilterCleanBox


